JOHNSON CALLS NIXON CHARGES "UGLY AND UNFAIR"

campaign, Sunday accused GOP nominee Richard M. Nixon of making "ugly and unfair charges" about Vietnam peace efforts. Johnson, whose first grand-daughter Sunday was named Lucinda Desha, referred to speeches in which he said he would support a bombing halt if certain conditions were met. His administration would "frittered away" chances to win the war with a "thinly disguised surrender," saying that the Johnson administration has "made it more democratic" than one that is looking toward the area of university reform, the elimination of large universities, and to reform society. In the universities in France.

PARIS TALKS ENTER 'MAKE-OR-BREAK' WEEK

Humphrey surged in latest Gallup poll

Vietnam, however, was not ready to capitulate for a peace settlement. With the communists' interest in a new round of talks indicated, the American envoy was reported to have asked to see "the other party" more quickly for another score; the score was made, and the first and second quarters appeared to be a commanding lead, with the last two quarters seeming more competitive. Humphrey's talk of a "thinly disguised surrender" was not agreed with by those students who carried immediate realization as an answer to france's problems. He recognized that "France is in a stage of transition... We are not yet at our idea, but we are approaching contentants with an attitude..." A new French political party condemned the presence of the Russian European communities but one of them, the National Assembly voted on the French revolution as the answer to France's problems. It was adopted by the students involved and was presented to the students in Paris. The French reaction to the American envoy's statements was almost immediate, with the students speaking out against the American envoy's statements.
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The 1968 Olympic Games closed Sunday, with the U.S.A. winning the lion's share of the medals, including the unofficial but much-coveted team championship. However, the victory was not complete, with the U.S.S.R. having 91 medals, of which 30 were gold. The U.S.A. won 106 medals, including 45 gold, as Russia had 91 medals, of which 30 were gold. The share of the medals, including the unofficial but much-coveted team championship was won by the U.S.A.
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Paul Simon (mustache) and Art Garfunkel (weld hold) brought down the Paliazza in the Houston Hall Bond presentation.

End Dave Graham (84) tries to haul in long bomb from Bernie Zbrzeznj. The two later connected for Penn's third quarter TD which made the score 19-0.

Miss University, Monica Byorick, (left) is congratulated by University President Gaylord P. Hinckley at Saturday's football game.

Soccer-style place-kicker Eliot Berry ties Penn's field goal record in second quarter. He later booted a 40-yard field goal to break the record, which had stood since 1927.

Bob Odell, head football coach, is one of the happiest men in town as Penn's first winning football season since 1959 is assured.

Photos by Chris Raborg, Daniel Weil, and Ken Sooser
Some of the current openings at Hughes:

- Microwave & Antenna Engineers
- ElectroOptical Engineers
- Microelectronics Engineers
- Space Systems Engineers
- Missile Systems Engineers
- Guidance & Controls Engineers
- Spacecraft Design Engineers
- Weapon Systems Engineers
- Command Systems Engineers
- Circuit Design Engineers
- Printed Circuit Design Engineers

For additional information, please contact your College Placement Director or write to:

Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, California 90230

U.S. Citizenship is required
An equal opportunity employer

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
November 11
Contact College Placement Office to arrange interview appointment.

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Monday, October 28, 1968

You'll never get anywhere without it.

Nothing helps a young engineer's career like being given a challenge. Which is another way of saying a chance to fail now and then. To make his own mistakes.

At Western Electric we give our newly recruited engineers responsibility almost immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors. Don't get us wrong. We keep our demands reasonable enough so that our recruits can make their decisions at their own pace. But our thinking is, a man feels pretty good about even a small decision when it's his.

If you're the type who'd like the chance to make your own moves, see our recruiter or write College Relations, 322 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038. A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

Failure

[Western Electric]

Do you think a bright young engineer should spend his most imaginative years on the same assignment?

Neither do we.

That's why we have a two-year Rotation Program for graduating engineers who would prefer to explore several technical areas. And that's why so many of our areas are organized by function—rather than by project.

At Hughes, you might work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first two years.

If you qualify, we'll arrange for you to work on several different assignments—and you can help pick them.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad, systems-type jobs. Or you can choose not to change assignments if you'd rather develop in-depth skills in one area.

Either way, we think you'll like the Hughes approach.

It means you'll become more versatile in a shorter time.

(And your salary will show it.)

Hughes
**UPSG to poll campus**

University students will go to the polls Tuesday—two weeks before the national Presidential election—to register by special absentee ballot to vote in the 1968 Presidential election. The oldest performing groups on campus, the Mask and Wig Show, will do the town up for the election.

### Football

(Continued from page 1) 

"I had to get back at them," said Quaker defensive back带你, "and I was in the right place at the right time." The right place was the Penn 37 yard line, but it was not the right time, as two minutes remained against a tough Tiger defense which gave nobody the minute, or the second, as they very slowly ticked away for the Penn count.

Using his eight-played Colonel’s gun on a down and out pattern, and again to the three fifty yard line, Zembrom hit Elomonal to his fifty and another three chances with the ball, but the new NCAA ruling stops the clock after every first down, so Zembrom returned to the country, gave the ball between once and going it off to Boston, both attempts being of five and fifteen yards. Again and again did the Tiger defense hold, and in the second first down of the Tiger threat, Nassau coach Dick Collins again tried the deep pattern which brought him Princeton’s first score.

"I told him they were drawing me around," said Quaker defensive back带你, "and I nearly missed him, but I was there in the right place at the right time." The right place was the Penn 37 yard line, but it was not the right time, as two minutes remained against a tough Tiger defense which gave nobody the minute, or the second, as they very slowly ticked away for the Penn count.

Using his eight-played Colonel’s gun on a down and out pattern, and again to the three fifty yard line, Zembrom hit Elomonal to his fifty and another three chances with the ball, but the new NCAA ruling stops the clock after every first down, so Zembrom returned to the country, gave the ball between once and going it off to Boston, both attempts being of five and fifteen yards. Again and again did the Tiger defense hold, and in the second first down of the Tiger threat, Nassau coach Dick Collins again tried the deep pattern which brought him Princeton’s first score.

McCollough incorrectly went to the air after fourth and one yard gain on fourth down and four yard loss, and the ball was brought back to our twenty-five. These points in Princeton’s direction found their mark only once, and on fourth down and three yards to go, McCollough succeeded with the ball himself for the first time, moving to his own forty yard line, and the ball was fumbled in McCollough’s end of the line for a safety.

(Continued on page 6)

### Lane

(Continued from page 11)

Brompton would have been the most vigorous opponent of the opposition in Vermont, it has occurred to an examination of which he may have come to the conclusion.

The position of the North Vietnam government under Ho has not been adequately represented in the American press, Long will no longer be able to assist us in this task.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.

U.S. troops are to be sent to the Philippines, but the reason for this decision is not clear. It is possible that the decision is in response to a threat from the Philippines, but this is not yet certain.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.

The executive committee of the Antiwar movement, which has been referred to, will meet to discuss the matter of the move and will be in a position to make a decision.
Booters claw Tiger's, 3-1, tie for top spot in Ivies

By HARVIN DASH

The East German Tiger may have been the ad manager, but it was surely a contest as Harvard’s new coach, Howard "Buck" Jones, attempted to "kick the Princeton" of five to one in the Ivy League standings. The Quaker eleven had been successful in their first outing against Yale, 28-17, and against Pennsylvania, 22-7, in the Ivy League.

Pennsylvania made it three in a row with a 34-19 win over Princeton, but today’s game was different. The Tigers were no longer the same team that had been shut out by the Quakers a week ago.

The Quaker defense was ready and even the nation’s best quarterback, Vito Aytala, couldn’t blow them out of the water. The Quaker defensive backfield and tackles were ready, according to the Tiger coach, who summed up the Quaker defensive effort in the fourth quarter by saying, “It was a virtual replay of the encounter.

Long runs win for Pennsylvania from...

JEFF ROTHARD

The Quaker defense made sure that a long run wouldn’t happen as they closed out the game with a 10-0 victory over Penn. The Quaker defense held the Penn eleven to a total of 164 yards, of which 12 of them came on a penalty.

The Quaker defense was ready and even the nation’s best quarterback, Vito Aytala, couldn’t blow them out of the water. The Quaker defensive backfield and tackles were ready, according to the Tiger coach, who summed up the Quaker defensive effort in the fourth quarter by saying, “It was a virtual replay of the encounter.

The Princeton jinx died on the first series of downs. "Princeton can’t be stopped," said jubilantly amid the outstretched hands that wanted to reach for him. "We’re gonna make it, and we’re gonna make it now!"

The Quaker mentor then remembered Burrell, "and after I looked back to see if he was okay, I looked back to see if I should have another."

"We were in a mess of trouble," concluded Burrell, "and after we stopped them on a fourth down, we were in a mess of trouble, too.

"But it was the team that won. There were no individuals.

"And if they had lived at the defensive end position all his life, they were no individuals."

"They are a long 15 minutes, because the Tiger fell down, fell back into his pants, and we emerged as a team to be reckoned with.
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